The nation’s first small modular nuclear reactor project is moving forward on schedule and within the budget. CFPP Project Director Dr. Shawn Hughes described recent milestones reached at a meeting of the CFPP Project Management Committee on August 17. His report outlined progress on NuScale Design Certification, Standard Plant Design, the Class 3 Cost Estimate, the Combined Operating License Application, and other key project achievements.
Green Transition: Nuclear 'really has a seat at the table,' NuScale CEO says (Yahoo Finance)

$60/MWh for Advanced Nuclear Electricity is Achievable, Says GE Hitachi Executive (Utility Drive)

Nuclear Energy Has New Appeal as Climate Pressures Mount, as Shown by UAMPS' CFPP (Governing Magazine)

The Inflation Reduction Act Will Spawn Nuclear Energy's Growth (Forbes)

Tribune editorial ignored fact that move to electrification needs nuclear power to end dependence on fossil fuels (Salt Lake Tribune)

UAMPS Mentioned in Article About U.S. Utilities Expecting to Add 90 GW of New Nuclear (Power Magazine)

US Regulator to Issue Final Certification for NuScale SMR (World Nuclear News)

NuScale Power Signs Business Collaboration Agreement with National Technical Systems (NTS) to Establish Equipment Quality Test Chamber (Press Release)

NuScale Power and Fermi Energia Sign MOU Explore Advance Nuclear Application in Estonia (Business Wire)

Japan Will Rekindle its Nuclear Ambitions; Investment in NuScale Power (Real Money)

NuScale Power Corporation a Unique Opportunity for Investors - Guggenheim (Investing.com)
Report on UAMPS' 2022 Member Conference

UAMPS held its 2022 Member Conference in Logan, Utah, Aug. 14-17. Attendance was excellent with participation from more than 40 communities, including mayors, city council members, power board members and representatives serving on UAMPS’ board and committees. Besides hearing speakers on a variety of energy and utility management topics, participants enjoyed getting to know each other better through recreation, including golf, ultimate laser tag, fly fishing, hatchet throwing and chocolate tasting.

A 40-Year Look Back at UAMPS

Doug Hunter, UAMPS CEO & General Manager, will retire at the end of 2022. He has been with UAMPS since its inception in 1980. At a casual Member Conference event, he took a look back at some of the highlights of UAMPS’ history. UAMPS was organized to help municipalities finance ownership shares in the Hunter II power project. Hunter said many challenges had to be overcome with Hunter II, but solving those problems helped develop expertise, systems and services that make UAMPS what it is today. He recalled difficult litigation and negotiations to obtain fair pricing and access to transmission and the energy markets.
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